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Plot Exposed
facts from Memo Revealed
Not unlike the pentagon papers, The
intercepted
confidential
Easterner
has
documents containing specific information
concerning every student on campus.
Between their relay from somewhere in
administration to an ad hoc committee on
information censorship, Easterner reporter
Luke Libel put his sticky fingers on it, while
drinking a coke in Showalter Hal l.
The information was in regard to dismissal of
classes, and each of the hour's testing
schedule for Fall quarter '72. Not only did it
blatantly reveal this information frankly
throughout the memo, but it also had
implications of discontinuing The Easterner
for 1972, .and picking it up again at the
proposed date of January 11, 1973. The
reason the memo gave for such a dismissal
was The Easterner's failure to print a story
concerning a bowling match between a staff
member and a guest from Bridgeport,
Connecticut.
The memo went on to say that students
during the week of December 11-15 would
have no regularly scheduled classes and
would attend only one or two classes 'a day
for a period of two hours each .
The memo also contained a tyrannical plot to
undermine student attendance on December

18-29th. Propaganda included in the memo
stated that " there will be no reason to come
to classes, since the buildings w i ll be locked
up, and the professors are - not attending."
This information was not on ly shocking, but
denies simple rights of the student to his
education.
In a Easterner staff meeting, covered by The
Easterner staff, Ed Bruneau, editor, and Brian
Mottaz, associate editor, asked Luke in his
moment of glory, what he personally thought
of the whole issue.
" I thi nk something should be done " he said
" it's disgusting." If there's one th i~ g I hate'.
'
it's sticky cokes."

What's Inside
BLIND- A blind student m~y have
a slight handicap in learni ng , but
what if a blind student is
learning how to teach? More on
that story, page 11.

THE FRONT PAGE is on page 2
t.his week, as The Easterner
yields its normal format to give
students an important "scoop".
VOLUNTEERS from Eastern pro~ide on important part of the
make-up of the Cheney Recreation Program-Page 4.

BASKETBALL and
Eastern ' s
team 's
current
progress
is
focused upon, plus a feature on
Dave Hayden, those stories on
page 13.

WHO is in the Academic Senate
and what do they do that
concerns you? Story and photos
on page 6.
·

PEARL HARBOR- 31 years ago
today an incident occurred that
pulled The United States into a
major war. A reco llect;ioni of the
event on page 14.
CONSUMER PROTECTION- Some
tips on buying Christmas gifts.
That story , by Kathy Wilcox , on
page 16.

FRONT PAGE- PAGE 2
PICTURE 'PAGE- PAGE 3

BONK

'S"across from
the butcher shop above ICK Y'S Cafe.'
-i'n the heart o.f the metropolis in
Cheney, Wa~h.

· ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT -PAGE

Jane Fonda
"For,t. Bragg Follies".
MOVIES AND CONCERTS plan-'
ried for Winter Quarter are
previewed with pictures and
explanations of the schedule.
What's upcoming is on pcge 7 ·

7
ISSUES AND OPINION- PAGES 8
& 9
SPOilTS · PAGES 12 & 13
CROSSWORD PUZZLE · PAGE 16

Page Two The Easte~ner: De~~mb.e r
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Student Evaluations Cited
instructors. In 1970 they were
adopted as administrative policy
to be used as the criterion for
determing merit pay and promotion for the instructors.

by Nola Lyde
For the first time A.S. is
conducting a
campus
wide
student evaluation of classes and
instructors. It will be a standard
form which they hope to have
out by Winter Quarter so that the
results will be ready by Spring
Quarter when the students
register for Foll Quarter.

Jeff Riddle, President of the A.S.,
said ·that the evaluation will be
mostly on a gradient of 0-4, like
a grade point overage. It will
categorize the students by their
major, minor, year, reasons for
being in the class and etc. There
will be 8 questions on the rating
of the instructor, with the overall
rating of both the course and the
instructor. It will be up to the
instructor as to whether or not
he wonts to participate in this
survey.

Student evaluation was introduced to EWSC in 1968 on an
optional basis, as a means of
determining
the
various
strengths and weaknesses of

OUTDOOR PROGRAM EQUIPMENT IS STACKED AWAY- by Nan
Warren to sit out the next few weeks of the Christmas break.
Officials say this equipment will not be available to students because
needed repairs must be made. photo by Simpson.

Camping Equipment
To Be Repaired
"I would say it's a pretty solid
service to the school," stated
Bruce Murray, Assistant Program
Di rector for Student Activities,
speaking of the Outdoor Program which provides comping
and hiking equipment for Eastern students.
Tents, sleeping bags, pocks,
stoves,
lanterns,
snowshoes,
climbing ropes and ice axes are
available for a weekend outing.
The program offers two, three
and four-man tents and enough .
equipment for about two dozen
people. Murray said anywhere
from 1 2 to 30 people use the
service each week but that it
slows down in the winter
months.
The cost for the equipment in
minimal--one dollar for tents and
a fifty cent , total for all other
equipment. So for $1.50 a person
can hove the use of a tent and
one each of everything else he
needs. There is a five dollar
deposit on the equipment.

the equipment con be cleaned
and repaired. It will be bock in

Eostern's Boord of Trustees ·
will hold a regular meeting
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
room 137-237 of Kingston
Holl, it was reported this
week.

When Riddle was asked if he
though this was a fair way to
rote the instructors he said that,
"Overall, students are as fair as
teachers ore."

There hove been some
changes in the structure of
the board with Morris G.
Shore replacing Merle Haffner as chairman. Ronald
Robinson is the new vice
chairman. The term of their
positions will be from November of 1972 to November
of 1973.

William Hoekendorf, Dean of the
College of Letters and Sciences,
said he "favors student evaluation." However, he said he
preferred it be done formally
rather than informally. When
students come into the office,
they ore either all for the
instructor or against him, he
said.

Frederick Wilson, Jr.

The Outdoor Program is funded
by the Associated Students.

-

COLOJLTV .
1 511 CONSOL~Great Shcipe! $1 25.
Call 235-6096

Across From OWi Pharmacy_

Dr. William Kidd of the History
Department gave the analogy:
"The diner hos a right to an
opinion of the chef." Kidd says he
believes the weight of the
evaluation depends upon the
student who is giving it. He said
if an opinion is offered, an
Authorship is needed. Anonymous opinions hold little weight.
Kidd also said the essay form is
the best, since it gives a
comprehensive view-more so
than a fill-in opinion sheet.

"My company, Penn Mutual, has ~
developed a brand new .Pl~n specifica·ny for college seniors and graduate students.
"lt not only provides the same.life·
irisurarice ·protection you'd expect tQ
buy·when you're thr.oµgli .5ichool
it does it right now, even if-you're on
a tight budget and working- part
time.
"Let me give you the facts. It'll
take just
minutes, and believe me,
it's worth l O minutes. Phone me or
use the coupon."

EU ROPE-HAWAl I
MEXICO-JAPAN
11111•n•
um

ro

,111

Porttlnd-Honolulu llCIUftdtrtp

Mardi 11-2&. 1173

Dec. 15-Jan. 3
Dec. 18, 1972-Jan. 9, 1973
Dec. 20, 1972-Jan. 2, 1973
March 25
June 13-Sept. 20
June 19-Auiust 20, 1973
June 26-July 18, 19°73
June 26-Au1. 14, 1973
July 17-August 8, 1973
Aug. 7-Aug. 30, 1973
Au1. 20-Sept. 25
Aug. 2~Sept. 19, 1973
June 24-July 15, 1972
June 27 One Way

.

Suttle-Brussels
.
S11ttle-Hel1lnlll Roundttlp
S11ttle-l.ondon Roundtrlp,
Suttle-Brussels One Way
Suttle-Brussels
Seattle-l.ondon Roundtrlp
Se1ttle•Brussel1 Roundtrlp
Portland-London Roundtrlp
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrlp
Seattl.,.Brussels Roundtrip

$256.00
$321.00•
$300.oo•
$127.00
$269.00
$279.oo•
$262.00•
$279.oo•
$269.oo•

Seattle-Brussels
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrlp
Seattle-Tokyo Roundtrl9

$246.00
$262.00•

Seattle-Tokyo

~2.00*

$269.oo•
$423.oo•
olul tax ·

IIOIE PLIINTII IEND FOi RH ...CNUII

JOHN L. ~ y 660WILDWOOD ILVD. APT. 10I
ISSAQUAH 98027
EX 2-5546 (Local.Exchange)

_ _ _ _,_t,Jst.--2ip,_____

e·Ji9 Queen •.

·

New Full Travel Ag•ncy TIAVEL WEST
All Flights on AMERICAN CARRla5
.

RAV CATALANO

$141.00

Poftlllld.llellco City llOUlldtrlp
$291.QO·
IMludlnc ECC111CN9l1 PICllqe

Nov. 11-25, lffl

SALE! .

./ 1ll F-·St1"eet

•
1

CHARTER FLIGHTS

The program has been discontinued for the rest of this quarter so

DAIRY
DELLI

Zimmerman said the Political
Science Deportment has been
doing evaluations mostly on a
yearly basis in their classes. The
members of their department
ore required to, he said, and the
department uses them as an
evaluation of the staff teaching
and performance.

have the Life·Insurance
you need--on your
present budget!"

SIXTH ANNUAL -

Dec . 17, 1972 - Jan. 2, 1973 Seattle-london Round Trip '

10% Off on any
size bag of Granola
with
this ad.

Dr. Niel Zimmerman of the
Political
Science Department
said he thinks the student
evaluation ls a good idea, helpful
to the students and to tl;e
professors. He said he was
pleased to see it done campus
wide.

r--1~~h~~y~;;-.~~;fu. .

Other members of the board
include Jerome Page and Mrs.

operation next quarter.
This is the program's third year
and Murray stated that he knows
of only one case in which a
person tried to walk off with
equipment.

Hoekendorf said he believes the
evaluations can be of great value
to the instructor.

Spok~ne
· · HU 9-5713
.
.
----------~---~~---------~-~
r
·
·
·
I
.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I·
I
I
I

I
Yes, please call me with the facts abQut Penn Mutut.l's
·I1
special life insurance plan.
I
I
Name
I
Address
;I
I
City
State
Zip
. I·
Phone
Best time to call
I
College year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . I

To·

RAY CATALANO

• E.59 Queen-Spokane

L--~-~-------------~--------J
THE PENN MUTUAL

LIFE INSURAN,C'E COMPANY
tndependence Squa~e, Phl~a'delphla, Pa. • Founded' 1847
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The bite of winter has arrived;

However ...

Everyone can afford a smile,

Do a little shopping,

Be a tad bit tipsy,

And be glad the quarter is about over.
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Students Help City Park, Rec Department
by Brian Mottaz:
What started as a class project
by 15 Eastern students last
February has resulted in Cheney's first Park and Recreation
Department and possibly the
first three-way inter-local government agreement in
the
nation.
Bill Lindsey, the department's
first director, said this week that
the city's Park and Recreation
Department has had phenomenal growth in the last ten months,
a situation directly related to
Eastern student volunteer help.
"Without Eastern's cooperation,
it would have been many, many
years before a program would
have been started," he said. "We
have come a long way in such a
short time."
Lindsey also said a unique
arrangement between the City of
Cheney, Cheney School District
360 and Eastern developed
through the establishment of the
Park and Recreation Deportment. An arrangement which he
says is possibly the first of its
· kind in the country.
He said the three-way inter-local
agreement was adopted primarily for the department in order to
provide facilities for recreation
programs. However, he said this
agreement makes jt possible for
any two of the three members to·
share facilities, programs or
services.

Quarter and about 3,500 Cheney
there was a definite need for a
park and recreation department . residents and Eastern students
participated in park and recreain Cheney. He said the pork
tion
programs. He said through
board allowed them to start a
the inter-local agreement the
partial program to see what type
department was able to use
of response they could get.
school district as well as college
facilities for the programs.
Lindsey said he was hired
part-time by the city to head the
Lindsey said a major benefit to
project since he had had about
come
out of the agreement
six years of recreation experibesides the use of area facilities
ence in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Howeve.r, Lindsey stressed the · is that duplication · of programs
hos been eliminated. He said, for
fact that the work done by
example, the coming winter
several of the students in the
inttamural basketball program
first few weeks was responsible
hos
been expanded and combfor the outcome.
ined with the Park Department's
He said within five days after the
February 1 beginning dote the
students had initiated 15 recreation programs which drew 1·,977
participants in the first ' five
weeks. He said in that time, the
15 students put in about 290
hours of volunteer time.

winter basketball program.
About 17 Eastern students are
involved in the current Fall
Quarter program, Lindsey said.
Two fo them, Mike Donovan and
Dean
Reger,
he
said
are
responsible for a major part of
the program. Both ore recreation
majors.
Lindsey, who is now full-time
director of the pork department,
said the department is now
offering about 35 separate
programs throughout the year
including such things as shotgun
shell re-loading, outd,...')r and

survival classes, fishing, adult
golfing, candle making, coke
decorating and Swedish needlepoint along with regular athletic
programs.
"We nave just begun to use the
facilities available to us now,"
Lindsey said. He said he feels his
deportment is in a unique
situation considering the facilities and personnel available to
him. He says with this in mind,
the Cheney Park and Recreation
Department has o great deal of
potential and more programs
can and wi II be offered in the
•
l
'
coming years.

"It was so successful we kicked
off another eight week program
in the spring," Lindsey said. He
said the school district provided
office space for the department
and a full program was put into
operation for spring quarter. He
said the department operates on
a quarter to quarter basis which
coincides with Eastern.

DOWD on THe FBIIID.
we LIGHT IT UP

Lindsey said 32 students were
involved in the program Spring

Lindsey said the entire pork .and
recreation program grew out of
a Winter Quarter 1972 class in
playground and community centers offered by the Recreation
Department. Lindsey, who was
one of the students in the class,
said the idea to try and develop
some type of program grew out
of a desire by students to
accomplish something worthwhile.

Of all the tough, tedious chores electricity has taken over
for the farmer, few are more appreciated than lighting.
Outside or in, work is easier, less hazardous. Automatic switching has lessened the curse of vandalism.
Electricity makes farming more pleasant and profitable.

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER COMPANY
Clean Energy for a Quality Environment

About 15 people were involved
in the project, he said, and their
first task was to determine that

Cam~us Safety
Activities Detailed
At 1 :45 p.m. on Thursday, Nov.
30, an anonymous caller reported that bombs were planted in
the Music and Art Buildings.
Alan Shaw, director of Campus
Safety, said both buildings were
evacuated and searched by
safety and f ire department
personnel, but nothing was
found. In a related inci'dent 1 a
letter threatening bombing in
other campus buildings was
found and is under investigation.
Because of the bomb threat, the
weekly Campus Safelty Rap
Session wos canceled. It will be
held today in room 3 i of the PUB
from 2 to 3 p.m. Students ahd
staff who would like to discuss
complaints or make suggestions
are welcome.

_

Shaw also said tpat moving
traffic violations on Eastern's
campus
have:. been
greatly
reduced since Campus Safety .
began its crackdown on traffic
violators.
Only
5
speeding
citations were issued during the
week ending Dec. 4, compared
with 31
issued during the
preceeding 3 weeks. Show said
that several favorable com- 1
ments hove been received from '
~ormitory residents regarding
the improved safety on campus
streets.

ER RO RITE™

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

ALL UTILITIES PAID

SHOP

A

PARK UNDER
VIEW
APTS.
THE
GQV'T RENTAL

PROGRAM

•
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·MARRIED COLLEGE STUDENTS
call.235-69'·10
IN· SPOKANE, TE 8-2511
OR SEE AT

31J ERlf.,
APT. ·J6 CHENEY

Across from Bon Marche

a

N. ·222 Howard-Spokan-e- ~ - - - - - --II-
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--OFF-CAMPUS, COMMUTERS, _RESIDENCE HALL TEN.ANTS
~.

YOU ASKED FOR IT!!
A residence On Campus
For Serious, Mature Students
Who Dig Peace And Quiet.
Louise Anderson Hall
Will Open Winter Quarter
To Accomodate You.
Here~ Th(;] Place To Really
Get Some Studying Done.
Ever Had The Hassles
Of Your Life Because It Was .
Too Noisy And You Couldn't Study?
Well, Housing
Has Done A Number
For You!
Louise Anderson Hall
Will Have Twelve Hour
ENFORCED
Qufet Hours Every Night
Sunday Through Thursday!
Apartments
For Married Students,
Too!

~1fil:l

1,

For Further Information See:
Mr. Heinemann ·
At 122 Showalter
or Call 359-2451

: ~ M , ~ . . -ti11R~;:i_,.,;;i¥:,£h~'ii~E.'Z23:~~ .~ - .®~

•
1\\Srtm'tf.i?-!JJ!Jllf;'fi
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Profs, Administrators Rap
During Academic Senate Meet

Faculty Cut Proposal Denied
by Leilani Williams
Eastern's Academic Senate met
Monday and rejected a proposal
by the ad hoc Priorities Com,mittee that set up priorities for
faculty cuts in case of financial
emergency.
The Priorities Committee was
established by the Senate to
"determine institutional priorities in the event of financial
cutbacks. " says the report. The
proposal describes a scale that
measures the degree to which
each department cou ld s1ond to
lose faculty members.

The third floor PUB council chambers were packed Monday
afternoon as members of the Academic Senate met in a
regular session. The senate is the official faculty
representative body at Eastern.

Sue Wallace makes a point.

Philip Marshall. vice president
for academic affairs.

Foreign Language, History and
Mathematics were the first three
departments that would be able
to handle a faculty cut, according
to the report. RTV, Drama and
Speech Pathology were rated the
lea st able. Members of the
Committee worked with members of each department in
preparation of the report.

present itself next year will not
happen. Dr. Paul Helsing, Chairman of the Senate, said that
some of the members were
worried about what the report
would mean when the administration hired teachers if there is
no financial emergency. Would
the
administration
use
the
priorities established by the
report for hiring as well as
firing?
The report wi l l be reviewed by
the Senate Rules Committee for
their recommendation to the
Senate.
Another proposal brought up,
just briefly, at Monday's meeting
was one to change the structure
of the faculty government. Right
now the Senate has five counci ls
under its jurisdiction--Undergraduate Affairs, Graduate Council,
Business Affairs, Faculty Affairs

and

Student Personnel. The
councils make recommendations
to the Senate, which makes
recommendations to the college
president, who decides college
policy.
The change, proposed by Dr.
Claude Nichols, would abolish
the councils and leave the
governing responsibility to an 18
member body. This body would
be given lower teaching loads to
permit them additional time for
the Senate.
Nichols has served on three
different councils and observed
that , "pur baby (the Senate)
hos
turned
into
a
bulky,
inefficient monster that does not
work. Responsibil ity is lost, ·
action is hopelessly delayed,
faculty time is wasted and
disillusionment with shored governance is rampant."

--·

VIRGIN

The proposal also recommended
that another administrator--a
Vice President for Planning and
Development--be hired by the
college. The report says that
"there is pitifully little coordination between planning which is
done at the operating, instructional level and that -which is
done
at
the admin istrative
levels." The new administrator
would help to" ...bolster the
confidence and morale of the
faculty who are often d ismayed
at what they feel is unwise
allocation of scarce resources."

&

THE GYPSY
"TIii YINII AIII TIii
GYl'SYN ., • .,. CIIIIT

(•)

Plus:
,,...

"ELVIRA MADIGAN"

TRIPPING
OUT??

The Academic Senate rejected
the committee report at the
meeting for reasons that were
not exactly clear. One reason
was the recommendation for a
new administrator which, some
senators feel, is unwise. Also
several senators felt that the
financial emergency expected to

Why not let
Cheney House of Travel
plan the whole thing
for Christmas
FREE OF CHARGE I
~~
~.:,v.zs

~--+IJ .

Cheney's Own HOUSE OF TRAVEL
President Shuck speaks out, above, and later portrays a more
relaxed mood.

395 First
Eastern Washington State Colleg
Cheney, Washington 99004

235-8444

~............................................., . ................."Wa,;

~

~

SEASON'S
GREETINGS!!

~~John II * Large Selection of Cards II
NOW! •
f
__ rown's
~

I
Body" I
THURSDAY,
I
FRIDAY,
I
SATURDAY

Above, Jay Andrews and Bob Carr listen intently as a fellow
faculty member speaks out.
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Over 150 new records tor}
: your listening enjoyment((
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2 35-6122
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7:30 p.m ..
Al I Seats Reserved!
ADMISSION: s1.00
call for reservation
EWSC STUDENTS:
all for reservation the
pick up Exchange
Coupon at PUB .
Information Desk
(Coupon FREE with
Student 1.0.)

359-7.841
or TE&-5271

Reg: 2so
Reg: 1 50 ,

100

NOW! 77¢

(13ox of 25)
(BC>x of 25)

•WRAPPING PAPER

98¢
99¢
ft.) 99¢

5-roll box, 70 sq. ft.
Continuous Roll, 100 sq. ft.

I
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I * FOIL WRAP
I
I * SIX-ROLL BOX
OF RIBBON I
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i
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66¢ I
I
I
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~
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25-pack
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Rick
Nelson
In Concert
Son

Of
Man

Fort Bragg Follies

Willard

Numerous Activities Slated Winter Quarter
-

by Georgene Sandbak
The word "diverse" could best
describe what type of entertainment and social activities will be
on the Eastern campus Winter
Quarter. Mike Baker, Executive
Coordinator of Activities, along
with the Social Activities Review
Board, has drawn up a calendar
of events, movies, and concerts
that hos a wide range of ·appeal
to the students.

Baker stated that the activities
are planned in three categories;
Major Concerts, Movies and the
Coffee Hours. All activities must
be passed and reviewed by the
Social Activities Review Boord
before they can be scheduled,
said Baker.

The two major concerts for
"One Day in the Life of Ivan
Winter Quarter are to feature· Denisovich," the story of a single
Rick Nelson, folk rock entertain-• day in a Stolinistic prison camp in
er, and Charles Lloyd, world . Russia; "Omega Man" and
renowned jazz musician. The
"Willard", both science fiction;
Rick Nelson concert scheduled
"The Last Movie, " featuring
for January 18 and the Charles
Dennis Hopper; "Airport," a
Lloyd concert is slated for
Hollywood biggie featuring Dean
February 23. Contrary to what
Martin and Burt Lancaster;
some people think, Rick Nelson
"Prime Cut," featuring Gene
is no longer singing about
Hackman and Lee Marvin; and
"Sweet Mary Lou". His music is
thelost film of the Series will be
up-to-date and he is releasing
"Klute," storr~'g Jan·e Fonda.· Th;'
another album soon.
admission to these films is 25
cents.
The A.S. Weekender Series,
which runs Saturday and Sunday
The Film Forum, which will be
nights,
is sponsoring some
running each Tuesday in the Den
excellent films for next quarter.
ot noon and again at 8 p.m. that
They are as follows : "Billy Jack,"
same night, is featuring a new
a film on individualism; "Soul to
type of format. Foreign, avant
Soul," a jazz-rock documentary
garde, and video tape films will
featuring Ike and TinQ Turner,
be shown free.
The films
Wilson Pickett and Santana;
scheduled will be John Lennon

· and Yoko Ono films; "King," the
sentot ion.
story of Martin Luther King; 1
"Reefer Madness, "
a
1936
Winter quarter wi II also provide
anti-dope film; "The Murder of
the usual organziation sponFred Hampton," the events
sored dances. A touch of
leading to and following the
tradition will return to Eastern
murder of a Black Panther
with the IK Playboy Dance.
· Leader; "Genesis IV," short
avant garde films made by
Winter Quarter Activity Calenstudents; " Whassamuttu," a Rock
dars will hove the dates of all
and Bullwinkle take off on
these events. They will be out
college; "For Bragg Follies," Jone , soo·n. Students are urge-d to take
Fonda's entertainment for the
advantage of the entertainment
troops; Fritz Long's "Metropolis" ;
offered on campus next quarter.
" Without Tears, " the story of
Lenny Bruce; and the final film in
the series, "Son of Mon, " the
story of Christ.

~~110NAL.

The coffee hours are to be held
three times throughout the
, quarter. They will be free and
· will feature local talent and a
, special Drama Department pre-
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Creative Credibility
The " apparent" front page of this weeks ·issue is an attempt by
a few of the creative people of The· Easterner staff to present
material in a humorous aspect. This goes without saying
whether
or not they succeeded, but neverthelessI the
•
consciousness exists to be differentI unique I entertaining I
and a·n timonotonous.
·
An attempt at such humor is a milestone in The Easterner's
never-ending battle to capture the readers' attention by it s
content and versatility .
I ts subtlety may find itself lost without a snicker. But if such a
layout was presented in publi cations such as Playboy, or
National' Lampoon , its readers would know it was a put-on.
Why can't we develop that same type of react ion for The
Easterner?
It may be said that such radical satire is damaging to
~redibility. I think not. If it lets the public know that The
Easterner staff is not concerned only with cynical viewpoints
and cold facts, but rather are people concerned with all
aspects of student awa,reness, then we all are at a better
communication level.
lncidently, the news everywhere else is true.
Ed Bruneau

---

Shunned Education
No one can argu e wi t h the st atement th at our colleges and
universit ies are responsible to a great degree fo r cultivatin g
and promo ting free t hinkin g and exc hange of ideas in o ur
count ry as w ell as others.
M en and wome n from many di ffe rent backgrounds can
gather in the cl assroom s and hall s of t hese insti t utions and
ta lk, argue, rap o n the past, present and future. Af ter all , t hat
is wh at they are there for.
How ever, how often h as a stud ent pursued a subject or
t hou ght and presented it in a somewhat different angle
possibly durin g a cl ass sessio n o nly to have an instru ctor or
professor remark, " no, t hat's not what I had i n mind" and t urn
somewhere else? Too often I'm afraid.
Granted, som e pro fessors encourage new ideas and respo nd
to t he student in an intelligent manner. But t here are som e
w ho have just gotten in a ·rut- no different than the nine to
f ive desk jockey o r the assemb ly line worker. They see only
one w ay to teach a class or present an idea and refuse to vary
from t hat course.
A nd wh at is even wo rse is t heir seem ingly sincere plea for
new ideas and t heir statements of openm indedness tow ards
the expressed th oughts of students.
It seems apparent t hat colleges are no .different than any
other institution in our society. They are just as susceptible to
bueaucrati c jumble and monotonous routine as anybody
else.
However, professors and teachers are just a bit more gui lty
for their fai lure to change and to accept students as just
poss ibly a little intelli gent. After all, they were students at
one time, too.
Brian Mottaz,
AD MANAGER-DI CK ST. JOHN-STAFF REPORTERS INC:LUDE: Butch
Brown, Charley Countryman, Jill Harstad, Nola Leyde, Kerry Lynch, Robert
Reed, Georgene Sandbak, Cynthia Smith, Judy Sine, Kathy Wilcox, Leilani
William$, and Leon Bowsky-Editorial Cartoonist-Pat Berry. The Easterner Is ·
printed weekly except holidays, and periods immediately preceding holidays.
The Easterner Office Is located at the Eastern Washington State Walter w. Isle
Memorial Union Building, College and G Streets, Cheney, Washington, and Is
published by the Associated Students of EWSC. All editorial opinions expressed
in The Easterner are those of their authors, where signed, or of The Easterner,
and do not necessarily represeni those of the Associated Students, the faculty, or
administration of EWSC.

The editorial page shows a hand holding a qull
pen. I see a clenched fist a, & unifying quality 011
the page, not a symbol to fear. It sh\,ws o strength.
and a lack of fear to be controverstal

~ \:-1 fY, CoMe BAc~, I READ THIS
ONE LAST WE E ~ , ~EY, AH
. · · 0 H WELL, MAYBE T\.\ E
COMlC. 5ECT\ONS N Ew. ''
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NI\T ALWAYS
\N 1-\Nf

INP~f(}lE

1

UK£THIS?

'UNWRAP?.

Dr. Max
Rafferty
ALLtuED TRE OS SOMETIMES
NONE ISTENT
Things are not lways what they
· seem. Someti es, in fact, I
wonder if they are ever what
they seem. For instance, I'll bet
that 90 percen of my readers
would subscri~Et to every one of
the following statements:
1--"The trend in ~merican higher
education is tovrard coeducation
and away fron1 the 'single-six'
college."
· 1

2--"Sex _ bias In employment
works to the detriment of the
female, not thl male."
3--"Dress and p rsonal grooming
codes on · univ rsity campuses
are long gone, ~elegated to the
limbo of the m ~stache cup and
'23 Skiddoo."'
4--"Southern st t es have more
raci a lly segre ga e d school s than
Northern states "
5-" School integr tion has provided increased o portunit ies for
b lack educators·"
We ll, you maj be r ight in
agreeing, but le 's look at some
st raws t hat ar b lowing dead
against the pre \a iling w ind , not
w ith it.
1--Early in 197~, the trustees
facu lty and stud~nts at tradition~
a lly all-female Mt. Holyoke,
Smith and We~lesley colleges
were asked
hether
their
instit utions sho Id go co-ed or
stay femin ine. T ey voted o verwhelmingly t o an the males.
Smith's case Jas especially
Interesting. As r cently as 1970,
It vot d In favor of coeducation.
Not anymore.
hat happened?

f

2--ln Charlotte, N.C., an Associated Press reporter advertised
for a job as a secretary. He told
prospective employers that he
had: had four years of college,
could type 60 words a minute
and would work for a measly $85
per week. More than
50
companies turned him down.
Why? Because he was a man.
Findlly he · turned to a personnel
agency for h~lp. The agency
counselor, Don Bridges, drew a
blank. At least 20 of t he
companies were looking for
secretaries, but they wouldn't
even give the newsman an
interview.

.'?o be quite frank," said Bridge s,
a lot of compani e s don't simply
want some one who can do the
job; they want some nice, young
chick who_ has good legs."
A h there, G lorial No confrontation s on b e half of the o p pressed
ma le ? No const.tutlo na l a mendme nts to protect the r ights of
he-man secret aries? What--not
even a kind word?
3--Presldent Dallin H. Oakes of
Brigham Young University recently announced that he fully
Intends to carry o ut the personal
appearance st a ndards as est ablished b y h is board of trustees
"even t hough it might hurt" some
students. B.Y.U. apparently beI ie ves that a student w ho doesn't
have enough respect for himself
to show up on campus clothed,
shod and groomed wi ll probably
not hove enough self-respect to
get good grades either. Maybe
this is why the Utah school
looks like a sanctuary for
scholars Instead of like a haven
for hippies.

•

• EVERY

~

* * * THING??'

4--The U.S. office of Civil Rights
reports that 11 Southern states
for the first time have fewer
black pupils in
segregated
schools than does the North.
Only 9 percent of black Southern
pupils attend all-black schools
compared with 11 percent in th~
rest of the country. So the North
is now the segregated section.
5--Yet forced school in1egration
has left the South still lagging in
such ocod~mic areas as reading
and spelling. No magic has
emerged from mixing. What has
come
out of
the
various
court-ordered integration plans
so far has been total disaster for
black educators. Take Alabama
for example. In 1966, black
principals numbered over half
the state's total. Today, they
number only one in three. If the
trend holds, they will soon be
nonexistent.
The percentage of black athletic
coaches has been cut in half in
on~y three years. The percentage
of ·b lack teachers fell
5.8
percer:1tage while the whites
rose 4. 5 percent. And so it goes.
More, there is evidence aplenty
that this pattern is becoming
prevale nt all ove r t he South.
There is also ampl e e vidence
that whereve r the court hav e
m eddled in e ducationa l matters
which the y do not and cannot
understan d , unmitiga ted ca lamity for a ll concerne d has b een t he
invariable result, usually affecting most fatally the
very
individuals whom the courts
were hottest to protect.

*

MATTER OF FACT BY JOSEPH ALSOP

TA SHA LA'S SECRET
PEKING, ~hina--This busy city has
few busier commerical streets
than Ta Sha La. Besides a whole
series of specialty shops, the
short street has two department
stores, an opera house two
movie houses and a cou~le of
hotels, altogether employing
about 1,800 people.

countryside in case of threatened o'ttack.

Fallout travels with the wind.
Peking's winds are all but
invariably from the north. Peking
has this enormous network of
underground tunnels, while Moscow solely depends on early
warning for timely evacuation. In
To Sh~ La also has a secret. I sum , the Peking civil-def ense
learned of it in a bustling store system is ten times better tha n
where they sell the padded coats t hat of Moscow--as well as a
Peking people wear against the hundred times, even a thousand
times more costly in human and
cold. Ta Sha La's Gloria Steinem
fair but formidable, dramatical!~ material investment .
reveol~d the secret by stepping
All this is pret ty awesome, if you
on a hidden spring.
reflect upon it. To begin with,
Whereupon a section of the every other major city in China
store's flooring slid bock. A today, and almost all the smaller
concrete staircase appeared, ones, too, have close to identical
steeply descending into the shelte r systems, all proportionalearth. And so our party went ly costly.
down to inspect one sect ion of
Peking 's
all
but
incredible
system of air-raid shelters.
Ta Sha La, it must be understood
is only one o f count less district~
into which Peking is divide d. The
shelters ore t unne ls, t he m ain
ones eig ht me ters belo w street
leve l, all br ick and concr ete built
and all wide and h igh ~mough fo;
t hree t all m en to wal k abreast.
Ta Sha La alone has a co u ple of
k ilometer s of these tunne ls all
connecting, in turn , with similar
tunnels in neighboring districts.

All this was begun in 1969 when
the Soviets came so close to
launchi ng a preventive nuclear
attack
on China. Under a
Oh, well. I didn 't mean to lecture
full-time
staff of four, the Ta Sha
you today. Ju st wanted to point •
la tunnels were entirely built by
out t hat in our America, the
the employees of the street's
hand is frequently q uicker than
en.t erprises, "like me," proudly
t~e eye, the reality is quite
~a,d t he local Ms. Steinem, who
d ifferent from the i llusion and
1s a shop assistant.
the popular conception of what is
actually going on is often a
Nowadays, in fact, there are two
monolithic misconception.
complete cities of Peking, one
above
ground and another
What's that again? The media
underground.
The theory of the
mislead mendaciously and mythshelter system is that of the
ologize massivelv.?
Soviet
civil-defense system--not
Tsk, tsk. You said it; I didn't.
to provide permanent hiding
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles holes but to move the people
safely out of the city into the
Times

In order to perceive t he tru e cost
here , you have only to consider
how Pek ing people live. Fai r ly
highly placed officials with wives
and two children must be content
wit h two-room f lots. The sa me
ho lds true for worke rs . For t he
inve st m ent pu t into t he underground city, every fami ly in
Pek ing could surely have been
provide d w i th one m ore roo m of
preciou s living space.
In all Peking d istricts, the people
further gave their work without
. pay for the constru.ction of the
shelter system. Until a year ago,
too, work went on as late as
, eleven at nilght, after the long
I ordinary workings days.
Weigh these astonishing facts.
No government in its senses
. could hove ordered such enormous sacrifices and burdensome
investments without a grimly
serious, grimly urgent motive.
There is no doubt at all about the
motive, either. It was the fear of
Soviet surprise attack, which
become acute when 'the Soviet
government vainly asked for U.S.
support for such an attack In
1969.
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles
Time s
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state high schools and assigned
them to work their freshman ,
year in a department they are
interested in, in exchange for
room and board.

Internship
Program
Is -Praised

· "I really think it's a great
program, mainly because instead of being basE;td on your
athletic abilities or financial
needs, it's based on your
intell igence," said one student i'n
Eastern's Internship study · program.
The Internship program is in it's
first year at Eastern. It is an
experimental program, designed
by Frank Armmann of the
counseling center. He chose 32
Honor Society students from

The student is choosen by the
Honor Society in his high school
at the beginning of Fall Quarter.
He is placed in a department he
plans to go into, or one he is
interested in. This way, they get
to know the professors of the
department and get to know
tbeJr field on
a
personal
standpoint, said Armmann. The
student works for a professor or
the department and he does
research, helps on projects or
does other functions for the
department.

The purpose of the program is to
personalize the institution and to
recognize Incoming freshman for
their past academic performance
by giving them an opportunity to ,
, work with the college and gain
insight into their field and at the
same time get free room and
board.
The majority of the
faculty of Eastern endorse this
program. Some of the comments
from the students under the
program and some of the
professors
involved
in
the
program are';

Dr. Atwood, Psychology department: I'm really pleased with
the program.
Monica (intern
under Dr. Atwood) has been a
real help to the department, a

great asset. It's rewarding to be
able to work with the students. I
would really like to see ..... jt
continue on next year. The only
problem I see with it is financial
situation that might stop the
program.

which is a real help. It helps
Introduce the Interns to their
field so it works both ways.

Niki MIiier, Intern In Anthro•
pologv.: It really gives you good
experience and gets you started
earlier in your field.

Monica Mohr, Intern In Psycology
department: I really think it's
great because its not based on
need. It's really going to help me
decide on my career. I get a lot
of different views and I can talk
to · the professors and get .t o
know them.
Dr. Lapoint, Anthropology:
think its worked out well so far.
The interns do the tasks the
department has been able to,

Dr. Schwalm, Physics: I think it is
a good idea.
I've got Mike
Schmidt (intern under Dr.
Schwalm) on a computer related
project.
It is getting him
acquainted with the computer in
the department. It's really good
for the student, and gives him
the chance to do things he never
would be able to.
It is a
tremendous advantage to the
student.

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE EWSC

USED BOOK BUY Bookstore Lobby
December 12 Et 13, 8:00 to 12:00 & 12:30 to 4:00
December 14, 8:00 to 12:00
This list of books will be purchased for the College Bookstore,
EWSC, at the prices shown(~ orignial retail or used price if
previously purchased as used). These boo~s will be sold in the
Bookstore as used books.
The Follett Book Company representative will buy these books for
the Bookstore with the help of Bookstore personnel.
J

Any ti~le not listed may be sold to the Follett ·representative at
a price dete~ined by the wholesale book price list. This . include,
BOOKS FROM ANY OTHER COLLEGE IN THE UNITED STATES.
AUTHOR

TITLE

abel 1
aml i ng
anderson
anderson et a1
anderson
andrai n
andrews et a 1
ag ne1·1, pyke
archer et al
arkoff
arkoff
armstrong
athos, coffey
barkley et al
barnouw
beighev et al
billington
bi ngham
bishop
blocher
bloom et al
blum et al
borton
boyd et al
bowen
bradley et al
briggs , kosy
brooks
brye
campbell
chri stoffe l
coleman
coser
coser
crm
crm
currmings, wise
dauer
dececco
defleur et al
dolbeare et al
donoghue
drago
drei kurs et al
durkin
engel et al
espenshade
fisher
ferguson,bruun
foster
foster
freind
gall egos
gibbons
giesecke et al
girvetz
gronlund
gyo~n
hackensmith
harnburg
hoefltn
hoffer
hog1ns et 11
holt et al
homne
homer
homgren
horton, hunt
hull
iana
irvine
johnson, solso
jones et al
Jones
johnson,gentry
kamien
karlin
katchadourian
kennan
kolb et al
koontz et al
kopl 1n
kom
kytle

Exploration of the Universe, brief
Investments
The Psychology Experiment, pb
Business Law, 9th ed.
Toward a New Society, pb
Polit. Life &Social Change, pb
Intro to Music Fund., 3rd ed, pb
The Science Game, pb
Business Finance, Theory & !lgmt, 2nd
Explorations in Human Behavior pb
Adjustment & Mental Health, pb
Elements of Ila th
Behav . in Organ, a Multi-Dim.View
Econ. Growth & Environ. D~cav
Ethnology (An Intro to Ant,hro. Vol. 11)
Mathematics for Bus., 4thl ed. pb
Westward Expansion
Study Guide for McConnell's Economics ,pb
Bishop Method of Clothing Construction
Developmental Counseling
Economics of Labor Relations; 5th
The Emergence of the Eur. Wo~ld, pb
Reach, Touch &Teach, pb
Marketing Research: Text &Cases
Math. with App. in Mqmt. & Econ., 3rd
The American Trad. in Lit. Vol .II, 3rd
Office Machines-A Col. Course
Speech Cor1111unication
Basic Prine. of Music Theory
Society &Envirol'lllent, pb
Up Against the American Myth, pb
Abnonnal Psych &Mod. Life
Masters of Soc. Though
Soc. through Lit., pb
Psych. Today: an Intro, 2nd ed.
Biology Today
Democracy under Pressure, pb
Dyn. Phys. Ed. for Elem. Sch. Child.
Psych. of Learning & Inst.
Sociology: Man in Society
American Politics, pb
The Child & Eng. Lang. Arts
Prerequis. for College Chem, pb
Maintaining Sanftv in the Classroom
Teaching them to Read
Promotional Strategy
Goodes World Atlas, pb
Improving Voice &Articulation
1815 to Present: Surv. of Eur.Civ. Vol.3
Physical Geology - Study Guide
Physical Geology
Statistics: A first course
Oona Barbera
Delinquent Behavior
Engineer Graphics
Contemporary Moral Issues
Measurement &Eval. In Teaching, 2nd ed.
Technical Woodworking
History of Physical Ed.
Statistical Analysis for Decision Making
Careers 1n Home EconC111ics
The Understanding of Music, 2nd ed.
Juxtaposition, pb
The Scope of Mathematics, pb
How to Use CQnt, Contract, 1n Class., pb
Trig: A Study of Certain Real Fune, 2nd
Cost Accounting
Sociology, 3rd ed.
Phonics for the Teacher of Reading, pb
Prfn. &Prac. 1n Urban Pl.
Writlng .ebout Music, pb
Intro to Exper. Design 1n Psych., pb
Health Science
Fro111 the Tigris to the Tiber, pb
Principles of Acctg.
Norton Scores, standard rev. ed., pb
Teaching Elementary Reading
Fund. of Hi.nan Sexuality
Listen
Organizational Psych., an Ex. App., pb
Prine. of Mgmt: an Analysis of Man. Fune.
Microeconomic Analysis
,
Juvenile Delinquency, pb
Confrontation, Issues of 70's, pb

&

EDITION

PUBLISHER

PRICE

HR &W
Pr, Hall
Wads.
Southwest.
Dorsey
Wads.
ACC
Pr. Hall
MaclH l
1cGraw
McGraw
Macrnil .
Pr. Hall
Harcourt
Dorsey
McGraw
Macrnil .
Mer.raw
Lipp.
Ronald
Irwin
Little Br.
Mcq raw
Irwin
Irwin
Norton
Southwest.
Brown
Ronald

6.30 ·
6.00
. 1. 70

A &B

HR &W
Sc.Fores.
Harcourt
Pr. Hall
CRM
CRM

Harcourt
Burgess
Pr. Hall
Sc. Fores.
Heath
Brown
Harcourt
Harper

A &B

Irwin
Rand Mc.
HM
HM
Herri 11
Merrill
Pr. Hall
Smith
Pr, Half
Hacmil.
Wads.
Hacmil.
McGraw
H

&R

Harcourt
Hae11111,

Wads.
Set.Re.
Oxford .
Res. Pr.
D.J.
Pr, Hall
McGraw
Merri 11
ICHA

U.of Wash.

H &R
H &R

Dorsey
Pr. Hal 1
Norton
Harcourt
HR &W
Worth
Pr. Hall
Mcgraw
H &R
Crowell
Random

~

5.30

2.75
2.50
3.~5
2.~s
5. 70
2.90
5.20
4. 50
5.80
1.45
2.BS
2.65
5.80
2.00
3.40
3.50
5.75
2.90
1.45
6.30
5.80
3.50
2.15
3. 15
3.40
2.40
2.50
6.30
4.50
2.90
7.25
7.25
4.50
4.40
5.30
5.10
3.35
4.00
2.DS
2.40
4.85

5.75
2.40
4. 35
3.05
1.50
5.10
4.95

2.00
4.50
5.30
2.55
4.85

4 .50
6.25
5.30

3.50
4.35
3.35
1. 70
1. !Ml
2.80

6.50
5.30
·1,45

a.so

1.90
1.90
4.85
1.95
5,80
2.65
4.00
7.50
4.50

a.so

!.BO
5.25
1.65
2.40

,

langford
langley et al
Jansing
lavatelli et al
leet, judson
1efrancots
lesikar
levin et al
1i ndbeck
11 nton
1lppincott et al
1ipsey, steiner
1ockard
lounsbury et al
macewan et al
macrorie
maddi
marruse
mcca 11
mcconnell
mcrnahon
mehr, carrmach
moffett
moffett
Morrill
mosston
rnoynahan
murray
ne"'11an, l ogan
north, mfl 1er
nye
peckham
perl i ch, l es fkar
pevsner
pi ckett, laster
plutchik
pssc
quinney
; rodney
,omanyshyn
rose ·
resick et al
richards
ryan & cooper
scheidel
sctwni d, drury
schoen, hi 1gert
selberg et 11
sheriden
simon
s1mpson, yinger
smith
smith
smythe et al
smith
spense ,
spitznagel
stanford
Stanton
steiner
storer et al
strahler
tel ford
Thoman et al
torney, cl ayton
trewartha et al
trewartha
tn,np et al
tyler
van riper
vernon
voelker
walker
wan less
weinberg
wells
, welsch et al
whaley et al
w1lkinson, blatt
Winther
wishard
wo lfe , mccoy
wrightsman

TITLE & EDITION
Basic Photography.2nd rev. ed., pb
Dynamic Anatomy & Physiology
Art, Artists &Art Ed.
Readings in Child Behavior &Dev., pb
Physical Geology, 4th ed
Psych. Theories & Human Learning
Bus. C011111. Theory &Appli.
Quant. Approaches to Mgmt
Basic Crafts
The Study of Man
Experimental Gen. Chem., pb
Economics, 3rd ed.
The Perverted Priorities of Amer. Pol., pb
Intro to Earth Science
The Econ. Prob : A Book of Readings, pb
Telling Writing, pb
Person. Theories: A com. An., 1972 rev.ed.
One-Dimensional Man, pb
Fund. Stat. for Psych.
Economics, 5th ed.
Psych : the Hybrid Science
Prine. of Insurance
Student Cntrd Lang. Arts. Curr., k-13
Student Cntrd Lang. Arts. Curr. K-6
The Spatial Organ. of Soc .• pb
Teaching Physical Ed.
Readings fn Social Behavior
Dance in Elem. Ed.
Strategy, Policy &Central MGmt.
The Econ. of Public Issues
Singing with Children, pb
Foundations of Food Prep
Intro to Bus: A Societal App.
Pioneers of Mod. ~sign , pb
Writing & Reading fn Tech. English
Foundations of Exper. Research, pb
Co 11 ege Physics
Crime &Justice in Society, pb
Ad. of Public Rec.
Social Welfare: Charity to Justice
lntTo to Sociology, pb
Mod. Aan. Prac. in P.E . & Ath.
Man fn Perspective , pb
Kaleidoscope: Readings in Ed., pb
Speech Conwnunication &Hi.nan Inter.
Gym. for Women, pb
Cases in Coll. Bargaining, pb
Dfscov. Set, in the Elem. School
Fund. of Exp. Psych.
Calculus
Racial & Cultural Minorities
History of England
Creative Teach. of Social St., pb
Physical Geography
Learning to Learn
The American West
Sel. Topics in Math.
The World's Population
Fund. of Marketing
Issues in Business &Society, pb
General Zoology
Physical Geography , 3rd ed.
Exceptional Individual
Geog. of Economic Activity
Aquatic Instruction, Coacb &Mgmt
Fund. of Physical Geography
An Intro to Climate
Secondary School Curriculum Improvement
Psych. of Hi,nan Differences
Speech Correction Prine. &Methods
HWllln Interaction
Hass Media: Forces in our Soc., pb
Modern Metal working
Aerial Stereo Photographs, pb
Statistics : An Intuitive App.
Kinesiology
Inter. Acctg. 3rd ed.
Elem. Prine. of Behavior, pb
Reader's Choice, pb
The Great Northwest
Spiel und Sprache, pb
Pol. Analysis: an Unorth. App.
Social Psych, In the Seventies

••• <

PUBLISHER
Amphoto
McGraw
McGraw
Harcourt
Pr. Hal 1
Weds
Irwin
Mcgraw
Bennett
ACC
Saunders
H &R
Maoni 1.
H& R

Pr. Hall
Hayden
Dorsey
Beacon
Harcourt
Hcgraw
Pr. Hall
lrwln
HM
HM
Wads.
Merrill
Moynahan
H&R

Southwest.

H&R

Wads.
Macmil
Irwin
Penguin
H &R
H &R

Heath
Little Br.
Ronald
Random
Rand Mc.
Add. Wes.
Random
HM

Sc. Fores.
National
Irwin
Add.Wes.
HR &W
Maanil
H& R

Scribners

A&B

Hae. of Can.
Harcourt
Crowell
HR & W
Oxford
Mer.raw
Random
McGraw
Wiley
Pr. Hall
McGraw
Burgess
McGraw
McGrew
A&B

ACC
Pr. Hall
Ronald
Harcourt
Good.W11.
Hubbard
Wads.
Saunders
Irwin
ACC

H &R

Knopf
Norton
Crowell
Wads.

!!!ill.
4.85
5.00
5.75
3.35
5.80
3.85
5.30
6.05
3.45
2.90
2.90
5.80
2.50
6.05
2.60
1. 90
5.30
1.50
4.65
5.30
4.85
5.80
4.60
3.15
2.25
3.35
1. 90
5.00
5.20
1.50
3.00
4.50
5.10
1.45
4.35
2.65
5.30
3,15
3.90
4.50
2.65
4.75
2.40
2.90
·J.35
3.15 i
2.50
4.85
4.35
6.50
5.75
5.00
2.40
2.05
l.90

2.50
4.85
3.30
5.60
3.35
5.30
5,80
5.20
6.25
4.40
'5. 1t>"
6.0(
5.15
4.35
5.00
5.10
2.50
3.85
1.45
4.35
4.15
6.30
3.75
2.15
3.35
1.45
3.35 I
5.30

'
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Blind Girl Seeks Teaching Career
by Kathy WIicox

Jeon plans to be on elementary
teacher, "probably in e ither the
fourth or fifth grade," she soys,
"but definately not as low as first
or second grade. I'd rather teach
kids that ore a little older."
Currently she is in the midst of
completing her education require ments so that she can go
through professional admissions
and be prepared to student teach
during Foll Quarter, 1973.

The tap-tap-tap of a slim metal
slate is a familiar sound to EWSC
students who happen to be in the
classroom with
junior Jean
Ward, a fri end ly, o utgoing coed
majoring in special education
and elementary mathematics.
Jeon is blind, and the tap-tap
sound is created when she
punches tiny holes with a small
stylus into the long, slim metal
slate, and thus, she takes class
notes. The holes are punched
from right to left, so that when
she removes that paper, she can
read the page from left to right.

Right now, the only problem she
predicts is that "I may have a
problem finding a teacher that
will let me student teach." But
very determinedly she added, "If
I don't have any offers in

Washington, I will just go to
another state. I'm not much of a
homebody anyway, and I love to
travel and enco unter new
people, new things. Wouldn't it
be neat if I got to student teach
in a place like Hawaii!"

one summer she toured a large
part of the central and western
United States with a church-affiliated choir. "That was really a
. nice experience," she said. " I
really enjoy traveling to places
I've never been to before."

Born in Oldtown, Idaho, Jean is a
girl of varied interests, especially in the realm of music. She has
written 20-some songs, and
plays several instruments--the
harp, piano, organ, clarinet, and
accordion. "I'd like to learn to
play the guitar," she said with a
smile. "At least it would be a
little easier to carry around with
me." Jean also loves to sing, and

Currently Jean is carrying a
19-hour school load, and plans to
graduate Winter Quarter, 1973.
She is both enthusiastic and
optimistic about school. She
explained how she manages
class tests : "On multiple choice
questions, a reader reads me the
questions and I give the answer
to be circled. On essay questions, my profs read me the

College Taken To People
"Basically,
this
program
is
designed to bring the college to
the people," said Dr. Richard
Christiansen, Director of Continuing Studies. The working
man or housewife living in a
rural area is afforded the
opportunity of further education
without having to drive many
miles to the 'lea~est college.

The Continuing Education office
at Eastern, in coordination , with
the national movement, this year
offers a new look;
The concept of "college without
walls" has been instituted to
meet the rising demands of
off-campus education.

SHOWALTER'S
HA.LL
"A Nice Place
To Drink!"
Downtown .Cheney
1

(across f.rom the other' taverns)

DON'T FORGET
.P.'s For The BEST In BBQ Rib

Jean Ward
question and I trpe out the
answer on a typewriter I t ake to
class."

Body Succeeds

Ro:\••d

EWSC hos introduced programs
It is hard to review a play when it enough to do when you're on
in several areas including Spois
so good you get totally · stage with costume, sets and the
kane, Tri-cities, Colville and
other para phernalia of a stage
~nvolved in it. Such was the
Okanogan. As a general rule, a
Drama Department's production . play, but when you can do this
minimum of 10 people must
with a bare stage and choral
of
John Brown's Body.
enroll before the classes will be
reading this shows excellence of
organized. Location and exart. Jukich has t his excellence.
Two
performers
stood
out
penses involved are key factors
·
Thursday
night-Jan
Jukich
and
in that determination. Professors
The players, however, weren 't
from
the school conduct the Ken King. KinJ acted as narrator
1
the only ones that mode this
classes, often having to teach the and picked up the smaller parts.
prodcution memorable. While
.
For
some
reason
you
couldn't
course on weekends due to their
the players were reading the
think
of
King
as
an
actor.
He
is
campus workload. EWSC handles
. epic poem by Benet the Orchesis
upper-division courses exclu- natural on stage. He slips
Dancers were behind them
sively whife area junior colleges comfortably into whatever part
reiterating
the
words
with
meet the lower-division require- he is doing. Actor isn't the word
action. All this took place behind
for King. Acting implys pretendments.
a smoky screen that gave the
ing, and when you watch King he
dancers a dreamy atmosphere to
Dr. Joseph Chatburn, Dean of
isn't pretending - he is.
work in.
Continuing Education, believes
the program is extremely effec· As for Jan Jukich, not enough
The Madrigal Choir also lent to
tive in that the some academic can be said. In her part as Melero
this "behind the players fantasy"
standards are offered to the she gave the audience feeling,
with songs of the Civil War
off-campus sfudent that the empathy, whatever you wont to
on-campus student receives.
coll it, it was there. This is hard .period and pieces composed
especially for"John Brown's
Body", by Fenno Heath. With all
these excellent ingredients it i~
no surprise that no one part was
able to outshow the other. They
all wove together. The produc. tion is well worth seeing.

WINTERIZE
. YOUR CAR NOW!

Let

Us ...

* Cooling System Tune-ups
* Engine Tu.ne-Ups * Snow Tires
JOHN'S TEXACO
819-1 st - Cheney 235-6130
.

s

- _,

CHENEY
AUTO
PARTS
A·ND RADIATOR SERVICE

... .... ..I ----------.
41APA~ ....,........
.I

HOME ·o wNED & OPERATED!
DAILY SERVICE
ON.
SPICL(L ORDERS
If ·4 VAILAILl-,

"Tour

~

Wllllllr

14io FIR.ST - -CHENEY

. .

LET US BE
YOUR W HIEELS.
SAMPLE DAILY SERVICE

,Lv. Cheney
Lv. Cheney
Lv.Ctieney
lv. Cheney

3:50 P.M.
3 :50 P.M.
800 A.M.
1 :25 P.M.

Ar. Seattle
Ar. Mose, Lake
Ar. Wenatchee
Ar. Pasco

10:00 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11 :30A.M.
4:10 P.M.

BUSES LEAVE DIRECT FROM
.t06• 11t AVE.
Jimmie Rivers Agent at GreyJimmie rivers
hound's Cheney depot can get
Greyhound Terminal in
you out of town in a hurry on
Vickie's Cafe
special or regular schedules with
Phone 235-4109
:~onnections to all america.

GO GREYHOUND
... and leave the driving to us.
~

Th Is Is early notice· that Peace Corps
and Vista representatives will be on
campus December 4 through 8 in the
PUB Main Entrance hallway. They· a.re
Interested In talking to seniors

.( especi.a lly winter quarter graduates)
In the following fields:

Math

Help. Wanted! I
~,eed a
I
part-time job?

I
11 hav.e several .. e">~cel- I
235-8421. , I· lent Income & 6ppor- I

PEACE CORPSNISTA
ARE COMING!

Education

I

Physical . Education .
Political Science

Urban/Regional
Psycology
Planning
The Social Sciences
Science

I tunity for

I

right people 11
Call 235-6491 after- I
noo,:1 for appointment . I
Small investment I
required
I

I

1.----------·
I

'

Is Your Club or
• Organization~
Planning A.
Christmas Party?

Contact the PUB
staff for PUBBaked Chri,tmas
cookies & Cakes.
punch, holiday
napkins & cups
at a minima/cost

- 3~\~79~1

t

.,.

\

.
•

-

'

•

•

~ 1 '
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Skiing Program To Begin·
The Physical Education Dept. has
expanded the skiing program for
this winter to include crosscountry skiing, graduate length
method (GLM) of instruction, and
a ski instructors training course.

A rebuttal is in order to Gary Wolfe's criticism of my column about
the Washington-Washington State game in Spokane. It will be
confined to the contents of his ~letter.

Regular length ski method will
be taught on Mt. Spokane on
Friday afternoons from 1-3; 3-5;
and from 5-7. Eight lessons,
starting Jan.
13, will cost
approximately $48. and will
include an all-day lift ticket and
registered ski-instructor lessons.

The first point that Mr. Wolfe made is that the column was "clearly an
anti Cougar attack,' and that the game was not handed to the
Cougars, but token with superb defense.
Fumbling a punt is not on example of superb defense, particularly
when no defenders are around. The Cougars won mai, ly because of
their defense taking advantage of Husky offensive mistakes. The
Cougars gained a less than spectacular total of 55 yards on offense in
the second half, in which they scored 24 points. They were handed

GLM LESSONS GIVEN
GLM instruction will be taught on
Mt. Chewelah on Saturdays from
10 a.m. to noon and from 2-4
p.m. Two lessons will be given
for four consecutive Saturdays
for a total of eight lessons. Cost
will be between $65. and $108.
depending upon the number of
times GLM skiis are rented.

the game. Sonny Sixkiller fumbled the center snap three times in the
game. His center, Al Kelso, later said, "One of them was my fault,
one Sonny's and the other one is still aup for grabs."

Not a Husky Fan
His second point was that· I am obviously a Husky fan. That is not
correct ; I didn't care who won the game. I used to be quite concerned.
about whether the Cougars-won or not up until the time all they did
was lose, and then I learned not to care.
I have never been a Husky fan, so no l:,ios was showing as you
deemed obvious. I was merely expressing a disinterested person's
opinion. Mr. Wolfe obviously is not so disinterested .
He cited the mythical greatness Sonny Sixkiller has been credited
with , and claimed that the myth was destroyed in the quarterback's
last collegiate game.
I think that that's a bit late in the game to think of destroying myths.
Some of Sonny's "mythical" achievements have been to lead the
Huskies to three consecutive winning seasons, 6 -4 in 1970, 8-3 in
1971, and 8-3 in 1972, mostly on his passing and little rushing help
from his backs. The Huskies hove played such "patsies" as Michigan
and Michigan State in 1970, Purdue in 1971 and again in 1972, in
addition to playing the other seven teams in the Pac-8, just as the
Couqars rln

I don't doubt that it was, the same kind of exuberance that sow the
white man steal the Indian's land, usurp his culture and not keep his
written promises. That ·was highly · motivated behavior, too, Mr .
.Wolfe.
While Mr. Wolfe's exemplary attendance at Cougar games.may. permit
him some knowledge _of Mr. Larsen's idiosyncrasies, it -does not
necessorHy make him a football expert. Nose-picking doesn 't qualify
someone to be a nasal surgeon. It doesn't make any difference how
many times Larsen does an Indian war dance. For all I know he may
do it while eating or toking a shower. The point is he doesn't have on , ·
opposing quarte rback who is an Indian in the some stall.

League
All Games
W L PF PA W
L
Centra l Wash . 6 0 198 103 9
1
Ore. Col. Ed.
5 1 153 92
6
4
South . Oreg on 3 3 146 129 , 4
s
Eastern Wash . 2 4 93 104 3
7
2 4 76 , )37 3
6
E ast . Oregon
W est ern Wash . 2 4 79 112 2
7
Oregon Tech
1 5 68 136
1
9

OPEN

wo

now

,res or a e:

Studded 7-78x14, moun
ted on Chevy whee Is . 1
season's use. Excellent
cond . $40. Contact Bob
359-2517

~~

YOU

8-lu, SUN. FR I.
8-6, SATURDAY

KNOW

'EVERYTHING FOR

THE STUDENTI"

ITS FOR

KEEPS.

love,
captured forever
in the beautiful

CHENEY

. NEWS
STAND
420-lst Chene
---------·····---..-Jl--

r----------------------·
! SOUND
co.
LTD I
We Buy & Sell Quality Used
I

1

l,.5tereo Components Gr Instrumentsl
I

SPORTS

WHEN

Junior Varsity Shines

Freshman
Rocky
Heutink
swished a 40 foot desperation
shot at the buzzer to seal the
victory over the Bullpups Jeff
McAl ister's 19 points paced
Eastern 's tally
parade that
produced five double-figure
scorers. Folda's quintet went 2-0
as they ambushed Lewis and
Clark State in their first home
appearance. McAlister again led
the Savages with 12 points while 1

@@~U@C?GJ®C?

EvCo Football
Final Standings

You pointed o ut Sixkiller's "immortal" gesture . I suspect you might be
inclined to mcke the same gesture if you were being pounded into
the ground like so much cori., pone in your last co ll egiate game, by
some ugly defensive lineman.

Tonight the JVs take on Spokane
Falls here i n what coach Fo lda
terms a "rea l tough one."

9lie

Transportation will be limited to
car pools and a bus leaving
Anderson Hall. All students will
receive one credit in physical
education. Enrollment is not
limited and the · course may be
audited. Information may be
obtqined from Dr. Robert Barr in
the Physical Education Building
or phone 9-2461 .

CROSS COUNTRY, ANYONE?
Cross-country skiing will be
available on Mt. Chewelah
starting on Saturday, Jan. 13.
The class will meet from 10 o.m.

Mr. Wolfe's " Taylor Tromped " letter (incidently, Mr. Bruneau, there is
no such word as " tromp" ) also scores my labeling Gary Larsen's war
dance antics as racial slur. I suspect that when a lineman for the
favorite team does such a thing, backers have to find some way to
just_ify t~e obvious taunt. In Mr. .Wolfe's case it is "joyful exuberance."

Heutink broke the twine for 11
markers.

A ski instructor's training class is
in the process of being developed. This class is designed for
the advanced skier who wishes
to become a professional ski
instructor. The class will prepare
the individual for the certification exam to be given 'this
spring. Students registered in

this section must be able to ski
parallel and have the maturity to
instruct others.

Students who rent GLM skiis the
first one or two times and use
their own regular length skiis
from then on can expect a lower
rate that those who use the GLM
skiis the entire eight lessons. The
cost will include instruction, a
specific number of ski rentals, lift
facilities, and three ski clinics to
be held in Spokane.

While Sixkiller might have flunked the test on the last day of school,
he still rates on " A" on the basis of achievements that are far from
mythical. Now, M r. Wolfe, who do you think should hove done some
research?

Joe Foldo's Savage junior varsity
roundball
sq uad began the
season on a winning note as they
knocked off Gonzoga's junior
varsity 81 -79 in overti me Friday
and Lewis and Clark State
Saturday night by a 71 -60
margin.

to noon for eight consecutive
Saturdays. Equipment may be
rented from the Mt. Chewelah
ski shop.

ALSO
We build custom speaker

II

I
I
enclosures, plus we
I
Used Records.II
•BUY-SELL-TRADE
.
I Garrard We specialize in: Son¥ II
I K·enwood
BSR
Altec I
l------'LY-i[f.!.g!d!~q_____J

a perfect diamon_d
Keepsake . . .
the peryect symbol
of your
special love.
Rings from $ 100 to $10.000 Trade Mark Reg. A . H. Pond Co .
•

•

"1 •

•••••••••••••••••

HOW TO PLAN YOUR · ENGAGEMENT ~ND WED.DING
Send new 20 pg. booHet, "Planning Your Engagement an~ WeddillCJ" plus
full color folder and 4" pg. Bride's Book gift offer ell for only 25•.
F-72

Nam•-~---------------:----~---_.;;.
Addr•s~---------------------

------------'-0---------Stete

ip _ _ __

KEE.PSAICE DIAMOND RINGS, IOX

9~,

SYltACU~f. N.Y.

·S11titlt Jewelers
.

4/JIJ • tit

.P.h: 2364312 ·

CIJtlmw1 WA
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Daves' Act Baffles LC-State;
W. Montana To Visit Tonight

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL WINNER GREENWOOD, INC. took home all the
marbles Nov. 27 as they tripped up Benwa Balls 15-9, 15-5 in
succ~ssive ~ets The "B" League champs, Greenwood, wound up th~
season with a fine 6-1 record.
'

BY NORM TAYLOR
, goal built the Eastern lead to
The "Big Dave and Little Dave" 7 7-72 with six minutes left in th~
act brought down the house here contest. Hoyden converted after
last Saturday night, as the getting his own rebound, and
Eastern basketball team came two charity toss successes later,
from behind to beat Lewis & the lead was 81 -7 4.
Clark State College. 92-86.
Then McCaskey gave the crowd
some seconds of suspense,
Big Dave Hayden, Eastern center,
hitting a basket from outside,
dominated the boards, and
and
then scoring an easy layup
scored 27 points, while little
Dave Kalinowski did the leg- after getting a long pass in the
work, and scored 24 points. The ' clear. The score 81-78, reserve
Scott Gobel connected for LC
duo's efforts were nearly upwith 3:47 remaining.
staged, though.

contest, got strong help from
reserve Bob Flangsberg in the
first half. Flangsberg did not
start, but came on and bagged
seven field goals before intermission. Freshman forward Brad
Hansen had 12 points for the
Warriors.
Eastern, as most likely know,
was beaten by Gonzaga University's basketball squad Friday
night at Kennedy Pavilion by a
count of 88-63. Hoyden had 21
points in the losing effort.

-·r-·="-·=

Swift Leroy McCaskey, a 6 foot 3
junior forward, had a gam·e -high
total of 30 points for LC, and it
was largely through his efforts
that
LC
enjoyed
a
44-39
intermission lead. But Kalinowski took charge in the second
half, scoring a total of 16 points
in that period on five field goals
and six free throws.

KALINOWSKI TIES IT'
With Eastern trailing 58-56,
Kalinowski got the tying basket.
After buckets by Steve Hook and
Larry Meeks gave the Savages a
62-58 lead, Kalinowski made a
beautiful move, and drove down
the lane unmolested for a 64-58
margin. It appeared at that point
that Eastern might take off and
THE THIRD FLOOR PEARCE 69ERS captured the men's intramural flag
football championship Nov. 22 as they battered White Trash 19-0. The . leave LC trailing and panting
contest· was tied 0-0 at halftime before quarterback Mike Hermsen
behind. But LC fought back,
stealing passes and forcing
unleashed a barrage of long gaining aerials. Bottom row, from left,
Tim Lehay, Andy Scarborough, Bob Baldwin, Tom Hart and Jim numerous turnovers and tied the
Hopwood. Back row, Jim Olson, Phil Phillips, Doug Anderson, Mike score at 64-64, and then later at
70-all with 7 :57 left. Then Meeks
Hermsen and Rich Baty.
hit a short jumper and Hayden
rapped one in for a 74-70 edge.
All teams desiring to participate entering the league is Jan. 5 with
in the intramural basketball play scheduled to begin on Jan.
After a tip-in by LC's Brc.::f
tourney Jan. 4-6 are reminded 10. The basketball team manaHansen, a Hayden free throw
i·hat the deadline for filing is De~. gers will be required to attend a
conversion and Kalinowski field15. The championship game is · meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the P.E.
slated for Jan. 6 at 7 p.m. in the conference room Jan. 3.
fieldhouse. The deadline for

Basketball . Tournament · Deadline Soon

Meeks came right back to score
on a "sneak" drive down the
lane. Nobody was fooled by it
but Carles Brown, the LC center,
who fouled Meeks for his fifth
personal and mandatory exit
' from the game. That aeeeared to
break
the Warriors' backs.
Meeks got the free throw, but
two charity shots by guard Larry
Hank closed the ll')argin to two.
HAYDEN CONVERTS
Hayden, no longer having the 6
foot 8 Brown to contend with,
was fouled twice, and connected
on three of four free throws .
Meeks got the clinching basket
to make it 89-84, and Hayden
added
a
free
throw
and
Kalinowski two.
In strong supporting roles for the
Savages were Meeks with 21
points and Hook with 14. Starting
guard Chris Anderson did not
score, but reserves Bob Picard,
Don Railsback and Dave Kautz
got a bucket apiece.
FLANGSBERG HOT
McCaskey whose pilfery and
deadeye shooting kept LC in the

Grapplers Host Tourney

Over 250 individual matches will
be featured Saturday as Eastern
hosts the Savage Invitational
Wrestling Tournament beginning
at 11 a.m. in the HPE complex'.s
. phase II Gymnasium .

1115 - 1st Street
. Apartments .
Straight Across from the
Chinese Gardens

The double elimination tourney
will be divided into a major
college division and a junior
college-junior varsity division.
Competitors will by vying for
individual titles as well as better

1~bed - .• 110/mo.
2-bed - .• 135/mo.
Unfurnished, has stove and refrig . , carpeted rec
room with pool table, ping pong table, coin-op
washer and dryer. Storage Room for each apart . .
Manger Apt. #3 or

Call 235-6491 afternoon

overall team standings. Among
;the entrants in the major college
divisions are WSU, Idaho, Oregon College of Education, Eastern Oregon and Western. Others
include Pacific University, 1972
NWC
champs
and
Central,
defending EVCO titlists and
fourth place finished in the NAIA
tourney last March.
The Savage grapplers will jouney
to Monmouth, Ore. Jan. 5 to take
on OCE in a dual match.

Coed Volleyball
"A" LEAGUE

•

Benwa Balls
Kraftee Krew
Frog Hollow
. Dressler Dumps
Streeters Breeders
Zelma's Monsters
Pat John's

"B" LEAGUE

W
5
4
3

L
1
2
3

3

3

3
2

3
4

1

5

W tL

Greenwood, Inc.
Nurds
Fertile Fla ts
Dressler Codgers
Knockers
Our Gang
Grunts

5
l
4 2
4 2
3 , 3
3
3
2
4
0
6

Ttie Eastern record is 1- 1, and
they wi 11 take to the maple court
again tonight at home against
Western Montana, tip-of.f set for
7:30 p.m.
The Eastern scout assigned to
provide a scouting report of the
Bulldogs
was
ma rooned
in
Montana by a snow blizzard, and
didn 't see Western Montana
play.
The Bulldogs were 17-8 last year.
ThE:Y have two outstanding
seniors returning, 6 foot 6 Mark
Winans, and 6 foot 3 Doug
Watson.
The Savages also play at home
Saturday night at 7 :30 p.m.
against the Eastern Montano
Yellowjackets, who won the
Frontier Conference and NAIA
District 5 titles last year after
compiling a regular-season mark
! of 19-6.
Coach Mike Harkins claims he
has the best two guards in the
Northwest small college ranks in
Kos Loane and Roy McPipe.
Over the holidays the Savages
will sojourn to the Balladtown
Classic Basketball Tournament in
Forest Grove, Ore. Dec. 21 and
22, and the Chico Invitational
Tournament in Chico, Calif. Dec.
27, 28 and 29. First opponent
Eastern will face in the latter
tourney is Morymount College of
Kansas, which went to nationals
lost year with a 31-2 record. They
have four starters returning.

Savagettes
Take Sixth
The Eastern women's "A" volleyball team took sixth place in the
Northwest Volleyball Tournament in Pullman , Wash., last
Saturday out of 27 teams.
The Savagettes were shoved into
the losers' bracket of the tourney
when they lost to Oregon State
two games to one. They lost the
last game of the set in overtime,
14-16, after splitting the first
two, 7-15, 15-7.
Portland State's volleyball squad
won the tourney. Oregon took
second , Oregon
College of
Education third, Oregon State
fourth ; and Montana fifth .

..... 1owti., .I

.L UNCHEON
SPECIAL!

*
Includes
price of beverage' draft beer-coketeem-coffee

Sandwich of
the Day!!!
• 100

11 AM - 2 PM
235-6157 ~ .
1st Street in C~ene~

The host team, WSU , finished
10th. Portland State and Oregon
will go the nationals at Brigham
Young University in Provo, Utah.
The Eastern girls lost the losers'
bracket match with Montana.
They finished with a season
mark of 18-15.
The Eastern "B" squad finished
fourth in the Pine "A" League,
with a 3-5 mark. Whitworth took
the league title, with Gonzaga
f inishing second, North Idaho
third and Spokane Falls lost.

I

>
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·Survey Studied.
A survey class of the Radio-Tele- ·

tion of questions, the type of
vision Department recently has
people that should be asked
been
phoning
students
on
specific questions and how to
campus for opinions on var ious
actually go about interpreting
subjects. Some of the survey
the results. As of now the results
questions
are
concerning
are not being used for any
whether students buy more
specific purpose.
albums or 45's, do they think that .
a high-class restaurant could The RTV department did point
survive in Cheney and why are out though that if any other
Boy Scouts not going to Boy Scout department wonted certain
camps.
questions asked for their benefit
they could contact the RTV
The class is studying methods of department and the question will
surveying such as the prepara- be token under consideration.

I
I
!

/
WAITING FOR THE SUBWAY?- Not quite. These Eastern students formed lines in the main lobby of the PUB
to pick up their confirmation of class carrfs for winter quarter. photo by Simpson.

Pearl Harbor Is Recalled
by Ed Brun~au
It was Sunday, and the fiery sun
rose gently to journey across the
sky, as it alway · did · before
church, on Kalihi, Oahu. This
morning was different, however,
for this was the day when the
sun wouldn't set- December 7,
1941.

{.

On the w ·a lk to church that
morning, the children ran ahead
to see what the noise was about.
The parents didn't mind. There
was always some noise by the
airport; target practice, air
maneuvers,
etc.
When
the
children got to the top of the hill
and gazed into the harbor, they
saw the billowing clouds of black
smoke and the flames dancing
on the docks. They didn't know
what was going on and watched
in awe. One of those children
was Master Sergeant Naluai,
Chief Instructor of Military
Science here at Eastern.
His parents saw quickly that
the re was danger and told the
children to duck down as a plane
was headed in their direction
shooting fire from its wings. As
the plane passed over their h ead
he saw an unmistakeable r ed
sun painted on the plane 's "tail."
Little d id he realize as an e ight
year old that that sun meant
many years of war.
From there the family moved to a
relat ive's home outside the line
of fire. His mother was worried
because his father worked in he
metal a nd r igging shop at Pearl
Harbor and sometimes wouldn't
com e home for days. little did
she know in a matter of months
he would re-enlist.

.
J

I•

Naluai was lucky. Even when he
had seen the attack, he hadn't
seen any blood. There was
killing, but he had only seen that
in the newspapers the next day.
He listened to the old Packard
Bell Radio (with the green tuning
eye} as President Roosevelt
announced that there hod been
an attack on Pearl Harbor. The
United States was at war as the
head of a battalion against
aggression. After Germany and
Japan, there was Korea, The
Dominican Republic, Cuba, and
Viet Nam.
Noluai
was asked
if
fhe
American attitude was different
than what it is today. "The

people ba'ck then were more
outw'a rdly-.in general support of
the country. I hate to use the
word 'patriotism', but that's what
it was. Of course we were fired
upon first, and the situation of
the Viet Nam war is different.
We have had no personal front
since WWII.

morning in Oahu 31 years ago,
today we hove a chance to see
the sunset, the end of one of the
most costly wars in history. The
sunset dies in peace.

"The attitude change come about
because we are removed from
any immediate danger. But
basically I think everyone -still
hos the basic aims and desires to
stop aggression."

The Cheney Department of Parks
and Recreation held a candle
making workshop last week that
is to continue for two more
· weeks. They had a large turnout
of 108 registrations, when they
were only expecting about 40.
· The class was supposed to be
limited to 20 students but the
information was never printed.

"If we stop being big brother for
countries under attack, it would
be against our country's basic
aims and desires. There will
always be some aggression.
Conflict is inevitable; Ws human
nature. "
When asked what he thought of
the supposedly upcoming peace
in Viet Nam, Naluai said, "We
hope and pray as professional
soldiers that peace will be a
r,eality. We don't like war, but if
one exists, our duty is clear."

Candle Class
Taught Mere

The registration for the class was
one dollar, and you hod to supply
the nominal necessities. At the
first demonstration they showed
how to make sand candles and at
the next they plan to show how
to make ice cube · 'candles.
Because of the large turnout they
weren't able to let the students
make their own candles but they
will be able to at all the rest
b_e couse they have divided the

SPR·ING VACAT·ION
and

SUNNY MEXICO!
SPECIAL CWSC CHARTER FLIGHT

MARCH 17-24, 1973
ENJOY &.DAYS & 7 N.IGHTS
. IN GUADALAHARA,
Folk Art Center Of Mexico
our choice of 3 big travel packages,
including: Swimming, Sun Bathing,
Deep Sea Fishing at Puerto Villarta.

)_(Citing Fiesta For All Charter Guests
Special Round-Trip Air Fare - • 225
plus choice. of hotel, ·
1nexpens1ve rates.
For applications,
see your A.S. Office
or contact Bruce Murrv, 359-2514,
or A.S.C. Office, Sub Bldg
C. W.S.C. - 963-1692

.

THURSDAY, Dec. 7- "lkiru" (to live)- the Japanese solution to the
existential dilemma of the meaning of life, 3 and 7 p.m., JFK'
Auditorium, as part of Japan by Film Series - non-students 50 cents,
students meet for discussion at 2 p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 12, in Patterson
1024. John Brown's Body, an epic about the Civil war, 7:30, College
TheatJ r - call 359-7841 for reservation tickets, $1 or student
exchange coupon available at PUB Information booth.
Dance- "Age of Faith", 9-12, Pearce Hall Lounge, Free.
FRIDAY Dec. 8· John Brown's Body, 7:30, College Theater. Dames
Club Bake Sale, Fri., Dec. 8, 9:30-2:30, Mortin Hall.
SAJ'URDAY Dec. 9- EWSC . "Savage" Invitational Wrestling
Tournament, 11 a.m., HPE Building, College teams from throughout
the North West and more than 200 individual wrestlers will be
competing for championships, students $1, general $1.50. John
Brown's Body, 7:30 p.m., College Theater, $1 or student exchange
coupon.
SUNDAY Dec. 9- Handel's Messiah, presented by the EWSC Oratorio
Society, Symphonic Choir, Concert Choir, and Symphony Orchest ra.
More than 200 performern with professional soloists. PUB 3 p.m., $1
for students, $2 general. Tickets ovailiable in the Music Department
office, Music Building 211 .
'

,---IIIIJlll-----------------1 'Snow Serenade'
I
1 Elks Temple Christmas Dance I
I
Dec. 28, 1972 - 9-12 pm
I
I
with Ira Joe Fischer I
I
• 300 per couple
1
I
·
I
FOR
TICKETS:
Contact
l;lk:S
Club,
I
1
I Spokane-Say You Are From. EW.S C
L-~----~----11!'111~-----·- .---.1

GO SKI
TOURING
THE BEST IN SCANDINAVIAN

Cross Country & Touring Skis
COMPLETE SKI TOURING PACKAGE
Includes: SKIS - BOOTS - BINDINGS - POLES
WAX KIT - HEEL PLATE & CUSTOM
.
MOUNTING
from

ss2•s

.

&

:a L

:BC. :I: :a, :BC

bez-g•por~

Professional P&rsonnel - E xperlenced Sales & Service

We're Located on lnt'I Way - North Side of·
Spokane River between Washington & Division
W. 30 INTERNATIONAL WAY FA 8-5020

___ __ _

_OPEN,......._,~,.___.~~-1-t..-~~ . . - - - - - - --t-- - - - -
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Russ-Cairo Rift Explained
by JIii Harstad
Dr. Lenczozwski, a political
science professor at the University of California, Berkeley, and
director, Middle East Research
Project, American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy · Research, Washington D.C. spoke
on "Soviet Exodus from Egypt in
Light of U.S. Policy" on Thursday,
November 30.

Lenczozwski began his speech by
stating the basic reasons why the
Mid-East is important. They are;

Most

. boli~cards
talkabout~ce,
good will, andjo~
UNICEF cards
dosome~

aboutit!

~~·. ,•,•:•:::•:::,··:~~/...

;~~~~::·:::.:·:::::~mri/

- -,,"', .M
;,1~-:-\~ ;:
UNICEF cards provide badly
needed food, medicines, and school
supplies for the children of more than
· 100 nations. Many of them were
designed by the world's most famous
artists as a gift to UNICEF. Which is
one reason UNICEF cards cost no
more than ordinary greeting cards.
You 're going to buy holiday
greeting cards anyway. So why not
buy them from UNICEF?
This year, when you send
greetings to a friend, send a little hope
toa child.

Obtain FREE· Color

( 1) It connects three majo r
contine nts, (2) It cont ains 3-4 of
the world's oil resources, (3) It i s
the cradle of Islam, Judaism and
Christianity, (4) It is the last area
where the free world nations
directly boarder the Soviet
Union.
lenczozwski pointed out that the
Soviet Union is interested in the
Mid-East for basically traditional
reasons. He listed these as, (1)
national s"ecurity, which means
total domination In the sense of
occupy and control (2) drive to
warm waters (3) spread of
Communism. He said the Soviet
Union has made advances in the
Mid-East through political, economic~ cultural, and military
means.
As. for the Soviet expulsion from
Egypt, lenczozwski stated that
the two things that influenced
Sadat's decision the most were
his dissatisfaction with Soviet
military aid and the position the
Soviet Union took during the
summit meetings with President
Nixon in May of this year. He
also said! that he felt that
Egyptian opinion was becoming
increasingly anti-Soviet. Furthermore, he felt there was general
feeling of antagonism between
.the Egyptian and Soviet mil~tary.

Crim.e
· Check

3511-:7911
IIIDII.
IIBIL
.laT4VIII
·Me1c11 .1.ne

Brochure From: Pat

Bartoshesky, Phone.:
244-2491 (Spokane)
or in foreign Language
Oftlce (3rd Floor

c·oo1 YOUR

OWN STUii
SANDWICHES
'F'REE HORSE
SHOE PITS

Patterson Ha 11)

Finally, l e nczozw sk i stated that
the American position in t his
situation was basica lly a " hands
off policy". He said that for the
U.S. to " gloat with pleasure over
a Soviet defeat" would only hurt
Sadat and that anything which
makes the Arabs less dependant
on the Soviet Union and more
open to American opinion may
eventually help to bring about
peace in .t he Mid-East.

Special Educatior)
Conferenc.e Meets
EWSC was the site of the fall
meeting of the Washington State
Special Education Teacher Training Institutions Friday, December
1.
Dr. Donald E. Hunsaker, Assistant Professor of Psychology and
meeting coordinator said the
meeting focused on the certification of special education teachers. He said that at this time
there is no certification for
special education teachers, so
special education majors are
prepared for a regular certificate
which is endorsed for special
education. He also said that
schools are not required to give
the special education teacher
special education classes.
Max Higbee, chairman of the
state committee for certification
of special education teachers
spoke on "Where Are We in state
Certification of Special Education
Teachers."
Wayne M.
Spense,
Special
Divisions Director of the Office of
the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Olympia
spoke on House 90 which
requires all school districts to
provide adequate education for
handicapped and disadvantaged
students.

IT'S BUSI_NESS AS USUAL- for students transactin g business at the
Cashier's office in Showalter Hall. Remodeling of the first floor office
to provide more room caused workers to nail and saw while mone y
was passed. photo by Simpson.

Billing System Explained
The Controller's Office said that
Winter Quarter billing statements for tuition and fees will be
available Wed., Thurs., and Fri.,
Dec. 13, 14, and 15, from 9 a.m.
to
4 p.m. in Showalter, first floor
_
rotunda. All pre-registered students are to pick up their billing
· at this time. Statements for
,....s1- , r-.,.1~- - -

.J~ rw ~ .:.:, c:9-d ~ -

:JJ

be available on· Jon. 4 and 5.

Billing statements will reflect the
' balance due after any prior
payment, financial aid, or fees
Hunsaker said the conference
paid by an outside agency have
was successful, and that it put
been deducted. Stat ements will
Eastern in a very favorable
position because educators from
all over the state were able to·
see what Eastern is doing in the
area of special education. He
also said it gave EWSC a chance
., to compare notes and see what
: they are doing in relation to
by Nola Lyde
other colleges and universities.
Eastern is a good college, small
Hunsaker stated that as a result enough to be away from the city
· of the conference, steps will be and easy to get along with,
taken toward the development especially if you're a fore ign
. of a formal o r ganization for st udent.
· special education personne l at
t he higher educ:ation level.
That was the general re~ark

!

not be produced on a paid in full
account.
Payment for Winter Quarter fees
may be made anytime through
Jan. 16. Payment by mail or by
the drop box in the Cashier's
Off ice avoids having to stand in
line. Mail or drop b0x payments
•h~c.,l ,d

b-

by

c:JI..-

A

-

-

- · - - - - --

order, using the bi\\ing envelope
showing name and social security number.

The final announcement of
classes may be consulted for
furt her billing information.

Foreign Student s Lik e
Small College Pluses
made by the various international students. There are 53
international students now attending Eastern. The majority of
them live here on campus. They
are mostly from the A sian and
Middle East coun tries, such a s
Hong Kong, Thailand, Japan,
Taiwan, Pakistan, and Niger ia
l
with only one or two from
European countr ies.
Ev e ry year the foreign student
popu lat i on has been increasi ng,
pe rhaps d ue t o t he fact that a lot
of the fore ign students here
came bec·a use of a previous
' relat ive or friend ·who had gone
here.

For The BEST in
.
Wrapping ~aper and Hallmark
Christmas Cards & Centerpie~es

See Manfred Duske
or. Beau -McKinney

.German Auto

Service & Parts
FA ·s --2990
.
~ N.2904 MONROE

Speclallzlng

In Volkswagens

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

99205

OWL

.PH.A R MACY
120 -F ST.
·Ph: 23S-4100

The students apply in their
countries and must have the
equivalent of a high school
education. When accepted to
Eastern they must pay out of
state rates which are quite
expensive for some of the
1
foreign students to pay, and
there aren't any scholarships
available to them, except for'
upper division.
The foreign students thought tt,e
fees and perhaps· _a lack of
communication were the only
problems they had here. Eastern
is quite a contrast to the large
universities and colleges, where
it is harder to fit in .
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Protect The Consumer
by Kathy Wilcox

Christmas is only 18 days away,
and department stores everywhere are filled with shoppers
from the time they open their
doors until closing. Frqm the toy
department to appliances (and
everywhere in between) people
are looking for just the "right"
gift to buy.

...
Some gifts need extra special
attention before you buy them,
and with so many different
brands and varieties on the
shelves, extra care and a basic
1
knowledge of what to look for in
the product can help guide you to
the best possible purchase.
Consumer Reports, a consumer
information publication, gives
some helpful hints on what to
look for and look out for on some
typical Christmas gifts. After

that have a type-bar basket tha·t
shifts down when you capitalize
are more satisfactory than the
other variety. The CR found the
Adler JS portable typewriter
($120) to be very acceptable.

cyclists, the three-speed is most
comfortable.

1

2

9

J

.10

11

12

1)

1

l?
20

When shopping for your bike,
check the stability. It should be
very maneuverable, but yet
stable. A good, stable bike can
Thinking about buying a bike for . keep you from wobbling and
someone? Some cost upwards of make it easier to maintain a
$200, so there is a lot to think · straight course. Take the bike for
about before buying.
a test ride, and to check stability,
if you can, ride with your hands
Basically, there are two adult off the handlebars. A stable bike
sized bicycles. The middle- is one that can be controlled,
weights are made with a sturdy hands off, going as slow as five
frame, and low-pressure, fat and a half or six miles per hour.
tires and ore relatively slow and
hard to petal. Lightweight bikes Also, check the brakes. Does it
have slender frames, and nar- have good, downhill-highspeed '
row, high pressure tires, and if stopping ability? After repeated
any distance cycling will be stops, does it have good fade
done, this model is preferable.
resistence? Will it stop effectivelighter lightweight bikes are ly in water? Make sure the front
generally highly refined models brakes are not too responsive,
used for racing and touring, and because this can send you head
over heels if you press too hard
on them.

J4
)?

40

By EDWARD JULIUS
·-47"~- _
and Gladys
ACROSS
1. Suitable
48. German School Hall
The pedal action on a bike
.Sl, Branch of Medicine
4. ~ to Riches
,S6. Remove Color from
8.
Persian
Prince
should feel crisp and efficient.
14. Hawaiian Wreath
,SB. Comfort
And make sure the seat is
15. Odd, Scot.
.59, Policeman
comfortable, yet without springy
60. Warning
16. Long, Abusive Speech
61, Adam's Grandson
17.
Animal
Doctor
padding that wastes body mo62. Bgga
18.
Spartan
King
tion. Springs should be stiff
6), Makes Horse's Noise
19. Smells
enough to conserve pedaling
64, Typ• Style
20. Probably Not Genuine
2). Decided by (2 wds,)
6.S, Proti t
energy but soft enough to
24.
Anger
cushion road shocks. Also, be
25. Gulp of Liquor
_QQ.!J!
sure and buy the right frame
27. Lighter Type
1, Edison's Middle Name
)0. One-seated Carriage
size--the bike should fit comfort2. B o _
)4, Gro•i11$ Old
). European Leader
ably. Generally, a frame that
).S, Reject with Dlsdaln
4.
Ot the Twenties
measures nine or ten inches less
)6, Blend
5. Type of Socks
)?. Woody Plant
than the riders ' inseam will be
6. Complaint
)8, 1970 Beat Actor
7. Waistband
about right. The Consumers
)9. Soccer Chaap
8, Strong
Report found, among others, that
4o. Genian Nuaber
9. Melody
41. Diah
the Raleigh Superbe 0224 ($100)
10. Peed Box
42, Bet
11. Sloping Roadway
and the Sears Catalog Number
4), King's Statt (pl.)
12. llalay Law
47261 {$153 plus shipping) are
4.S, Pood Supply
13. Mexican Coin
46, Secular
good products.
21. A. . rican Novelist
22. Shrewd
/
26. tavern
_27. llaine College
~S:,ee GEOPl:J:) THEP.f.S A CAT -$Uc:l<\N6
28. Hungarian Lancua~e
CHRISTMAS BUYING- will become more and more the order of the
1
29.
Sp.
T
~EA1
H
./
1
day as the holiday draws near. However, consumers will be more .
30. Locates
)1, Greek Letter
subject to bad deals and fraud. photo by Simpson.
)2, Hemorrhoids
)). Kake Great Kttort
sometimes weigh 25 pounds or
thorough testing of each product,
).S. Not Common
less. They usually cost at least
they are rated accordingly. Here
)8. Acta ot Deception
$200.
Consumer Reports found
)9• _
Money
are a few examples:
41. School Organization
that the best variety of light42. Moat Damp
weight bikes for casual cyclists
In a
portable,
manual-type
44, Workshop Ma.chine
typewriter, look for good key- weighs from 35-40 pounds, and
45, Good Sense
47, _
Roll
costs from $50-$100.
board response; crisp, clear,
48.
Basics
evenly spaced and aligned
49. _
Bator
characters; look for easy inser- Bikes come in various speeds-- a
50. I Wash1 Sp.
52. Sail Part
tion of materials; clear typing of one-speed is good for level
5),
Image
riding; two-speeds help out on
top corners (like on index cards);
54. Small Bay
hills; and three-speeds hove a 25
and a carriage return lever that
5S, Quarrel
5?, Feline
percent reduction in low gear
fits your finger comfortably.
Also, check to see whether or from second gear, and a 33
CROSSWORD ANSWERS ON

He e:,Aiys 13

not the carriage rises when you
type capitals-Consumer Reports
(CR) tests show that typewriters

WtfH 1H6 WAR

W~6uoveR
ADTlClPATE,
A STRO~G
WH65TiC 1
~l{IFT 1D

Ka••

percent increase in high gear.
Bikes are also available with 5,
10, and 15 gears, but for casual
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